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INTRODUCTION

In this note, we consider the initial-boundary
equation
Utt(X, t) - &(x,
u(“% 0) = f(x)
f-45 0) = gw
24(x, t) : 0

of the

value problem

for the wave

t) = 0
for

x = (x1 , x2 , x3) E 23 _ClR3

(*)

1

for x E 89

with initial data F = (f, g} in Z’(9), the Hilbert space of finite-energy initial
data obtained by completing the space of C,“(S)-pairs
Q, = (4, #> with respect
to the energy norm

It is assumed that &3 is smooth, in which case (*) admits a unique solution
u(x, t) which is such that the pair U(t)F = {u, ut} is in Z(9)
for each time t.
In fact, it is shown in [4] that the operators U(t) comprise the group of iuntary
operators on X(9)
generated by A = (z i), a skew-selfadjoint
operator on
S(9).
Tt follows that 11U(t)F/I E(9j = I/F Ile(3) for all F F X(9)
and all time I,
i.e., the total energy over 9 of the solution of 1%) is conserved.
A number of authors have studied the behavior for large time of the local
energy norm

of the solution of (*) over a compact subset R of 9. Morawetz [5, 61 showed
that if 9 is the exterior of a finite star-shaped body, then there exists a uniform
estimate of local energy decay
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for all FE X(B)
with support in K, where p(t) approaches zero like a power
of t-i as t grows large. An improved (exponential) rate of uniform local energy
decay in this case was later obtained by Lax, Morawetz,
and Phillips [2].
Zachmanoglou
[8] extended the earlier work of Morawetz, establishing that
local energy decays uniformly like a power of t-1 in an unbounded region with
star-shaped complement. He also gave examples in [9] of slow (nonexponential)
local energy decay in such domains.
The investigation
of local energy decay in general exterior domains was
begun by Lax and Phillips [3, 41, who proved that if 5@ is the exterior of an
arbitrary bounded obstacle with smooth boundary, then lim,,, 1)U(t)F I&) = 0
They also conjectured that there can be no uniform rate of
for all FE X(B).
local energy decay in the exterior of “confining”
obstacles, i.e., obstacles which
“trap” reflected bicharacteristics
of the wave equation inside a bounded region
in space for arbitrarily great lengths of time. Ralston [7] verified this conjecture
by constructing solutions of the wave equation whose energy remains arbitrarily
close to a given reflected bicharacteristic
for an arbitrarily long time.
In the following, we attempt to shed further light on the local energy decay
of solutions of (*). In the next section, we assume that 5@is any domain in which
local energy decay occurs and we prove a theorem about the qualitative nature
of this decay. In the third section, we prove a quantitative version of this result
in two special domains whose simple geometry permits an explicit representation
of the solution of (s). In the final section, we construct an example of slow local
energy decay. It is clear that most of the results of this paper are valid, either as
they stand or in slightly altered form, for many other initial-boundary
value
problems.

2.

THE DEPENDENCE OF LOCAL ENERGY DECAY ON THE
SMOOTHNESSOF THE INITIAL DATA

We now assume that 9 is a domain in W which is such that the local energy
of each finite-energy solution of (*) decays over a given compact subset K of 9,
i.e., Em,,, 11U(t)F JIEcK)= 0 for all FE S?(g). For a! > 0, denote

Z;(K) = {F = {f,g} E%(B): f6H,+“(K)

and

g E %Ym

where, for ,L3> 0, E&B(K) denotes the Hilbert space of equivalence classes of
functions with support in K having square-integrable
fractional derivatives
of all orders less than or equal to 8. (&s(K)
may be defined in several equally
satisfactory ways.) Soa
is a Hilbert space with norm
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For t 2 0, define

This is well defined, for ifF E 2’&@(K),then I( U(t)F i&j G (IF IIE(P)d 12IIF
for an appropriate constant C depending on 01.It is clear that

i1K.a

for all t >, 0 and all F E SO”(K).
THEOREM.

lim,,,

PK.%(t) = 0.

Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e., suppose that there exists a positive E and a
sequence (t3, with t,-+ co, such that PK,u(tn) > E. Then, for each n, there
exists an element F, of #a%(K) with /IF, (jE(a) = 1 and with (( U(t,)F, \IE(K)>,
(44 IIFn ll~.a 1 It follows that the sequence {Fn} is bounded in Xsa(K), and, by
the Rellich Compactness Theorem [I], there exists a subsequence {F,J which
converges in the norm /I (lE(9) to an element F* of 2(g) with support in K.
One has that
)IF* - Fnj /IEW +
>,

I/ U(tnj)F*

/' U(t,JF*

-

W,JFnj

liE(K)

itE(K)

+

// WnjF*

i/E(K)

Since limj,- I/F* - Faj I&) = 0 and limjAm // U(t,i)F* IIEcK)= 0, it follows
that lim++, II Fnj lka = 0. But this is a contradictron, since C 11Ffij JIK,a 3
11
Fnj (/E(9) = I, and the theorem is proved.
In a private communication, P. D. Lax has suggested an equally easy proof
of this theorem. His proof is based on the observation that, by the Rellich
Compactness Theorem, the unit sphere in Y$~(K) is relatively compact in
Z(9) and, hence, is totally bounded in X’(9).

3. A QUANTITATIVE

ESTIMATE OF LOCAL ENERGY DECAY

IN TWO SPECIAL DOMAINS

We will now give a quantitative version of the theorem of the preceding
section in two domains whose simple geometry permits an explicit representation
of the solution of (*). The domains are ~2~ = {X E [w3: 0 < x3 < rr} and g2 =
(X E 88s: 0 < xa < m, 0 < xa < VT]. Without loss of generality, we consider
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only initial data with support in K = (x E R3 : 0 < xi ,( W,j = 1,2, 3}, a
compact subset of both gr and 9s . For convenience we take, for ,f3> 0, H$(K)
to be the completion of functions 4sE C,,~(K) ( exp ressible as a Fourier sine series
C(x) =

1
c, sin p,x, sin pzxz sin psx,
P=(P1.B2.P~‘3)
l<Pj<rn

in K) with respect to the norm

(1 + lp I”)4I cp12j1’“.
II4 II,@,= 1 c
P=(P,,P,*P,)
l<Pj<rn

THEOREM. For j = I,2 and 0 < 01< 1, there exists a calculable constant C,
depending on j and cy,for which /I U(t)F 1)E(K) < CYali 11F IJK,a:for all F E So”(K).
Proof.
For simplicity, we consider only initial data of the form F = {f, 0}
in xool(K). It is convenient to work with the solution U(X, t) of (*), rather than
with U(t)F.
First, suppose that j = 1. Setting X = (x1 , x,), we have the Fourier sine
series representation

4x, t) =
where each function a,(X,

c an(X, t) sin nxs ,
l<?Z<m

t) solves the initial value problem

aflIt - a”a:1z1
- a%2,2+ n2an = 0
a,(X,

0) = fn(X)

a,,(X,

0) = 0.

.= 11: f(x) sin nx3 dx,

By taking Fourier transforms in X and solving the resulting ordinary differential
equation in t, we obtain
a&f,

t) = (257)-l 1%eixPf,dS>~0sh(t>t &,

where 6 = (tr, 6,) E W, A,([) = (I 5 I2 + n2)1/2,and
fn(8 = (2a)Y JR2e-xcfn(X) dx.
Setting Kl = [0, CT]x [0, ~1, we observe that

1K {I Vu I2+ I UtI”>dx
= lscm 5 jKl {I anrI I2 + I anz2I2 + n2 I a, I2 + I a,, I”} dx.
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From this, it is easily seen that the theorem follows from the following inequalities: There exist constants C for which

where now (and until further notice) (1I( denotes the L,(W)-norm.
Now the inequalities (1 . 1)-( 1.3) certainly hold with C = 1 whenever n/t > 1.
Furthermore, if n/t < 1, then n2/t2 < n2a/t2a. Consequently, to prove the
theorem in the case j = 1, it suffices to establish inequalities (l.l)-(1.3) with
CC= 1. In the following proofs of (l.l)-(1.3) with CY= 1, we suppress the
subscript n and write a, = a, fn = f, and Am= A.
To prove (1 .l), we observe that

and, for #I E COm(KI) with j\ $ /) < 1, Parseval’s relation yields

Since jj 4 I/ < 1 and + and f vanish outside Kl , applications of Schwarz’s
inequality and Parseval’s relation give

for an appropriate constant C, and (1.1) follows.
To prove (1.2) we again take + E Com(Kl) with )I 4 /) < 1 and apply Parseval’s
relation to obtain
JR2@ dX = s,, &OS At dt.
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In polar coordinates, the second integral becomes

Again drawing on the fact that I/ 4 jl < 1 and $ and f vanish outside Kr , we
obtain an estimate

for an appropriate constant C, and (1.2) follows.
To prove (1.3), we observe that

for 4 E C,“(K,) with /I $I /j ,( 1. Proceeding as in the proof of (1.2), with $
replacing 3 one derives (1.3). This completes the proof of the theorem in the
casej = 1.
Now suppose that j = 2. The Fourier sine series representation of the
solution of (*) is now
24(x,t) =

C unm(xl , t) sin nx, sin mxa
1qKm
l@Z<m

with
eizlEfA5)

~0s L&Y

dt,

where
fnm(xl)

= $6

hn(k) =

(2+”

ir f (x) sin q, sin mxs dx,
JR1 e-izlEfnm(~l)

dx, ,

dx
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and
hm(~) = (P + n2 + m2p2

for

[EIW1*

Observing that

one seesthat the theorem follows in the casej = 2 from the following inequalities:
There exist constants C for which

I2dx,G ; ~llfnmql12
+ (n2+ m2)llfnm
II239
I TI 4maZl

(2-l)

0

@”

;“s”

llfnm

112,

(2.2)

Wnm~~l12
+ (n2+ m2>llfnm112>, (2.3)

=I
J0

where now (and for the remainder of the proof) j/ 11denotes the L,(W) norm.
As before, it suffices to prove (2.1)-(2.3) only in the case 01= 1. Again suppressing subscripts, we write unm = a, fnm = f, and X,, = h. For convenience,
we assume t > 1.
The proof of (2.1) proceeds like that of (l.l), and so we omit it. To prove (2.2),
we observe that

and, from Parseval’s relation

Claim 1, I syl JTcos At dt ) < C(p/t’J2) l\fll for an appropriate constant C.
Proof of Claim

505/23/3-11

I.

We will show that
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It follows similarly that

For a given t, let k = k(t) be the integer such that ((6-2)n)/t
Set ol, = ((kn-/t)z - $)rj2. Note that

< p < ((Is-l)n)/t.

for an appropriate constant C.
Case 1. Suppose that t is so small that 01s> 4. It follows that

and Claim 1 is proved in this case.
Case 2. If t is so large that cxo< 4, define
+5)

=

(52 +

?$a

for
( 2 o!l G

(R ti

+

(+)“j”’

112
1)T 2
-p2
.
t
1
1

Note that ~(cr,) = %, and, for all 5 > c~i, 5 < 7(t) and A(?(()) = X(e) + r/t.
Since a0 < 4, we have

Consequently, 1 - (27r/t)(l + p2)lj2 + (~/t)~ >, I - (2’lz]4) > 0, and
Lx2Eiz (1 -;

(1 + $)1/2 + (f)2)1’2

is a well-defined real number. In fact,

and TJ(LU,)
= 1.
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and

Also, since I >, 01~> 4, one has that
I - a2 = 1 -

i

I - 2+ (1 + /yz

-t (+)

2 l/Z
)

eq>
and it follows that
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so

Consequently,

It follows from (3)-(6) that
j IO1&OS At dt j < WW

IIf II,

and the proof of Claim 1 is complete.
Claim 2.

Proof of Claim 2.

One has that

= - ; A(1) sin X(1) t{&-l)j(-1)

Consequently,

+&l)j(l))
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It follows from Claims 1 and 2 that

and the proof of (2.2) is complete.
To prove (2.3), we observe that

for + E C,“([O, ~1) with + < 1. Proceeding as in the proof of (2.2), with A?
replacingf, one derives (2.3). This completes the proof of the theorem.
4. ANEXAMPLEOFSLOW

LOCAL ENERGY DECAY

In this section, we construct a solution of (*) in the domain 9i defined in the
preceding section whose energy decays locally more slowly than any negative
power of t. The initial data for this solution have support in the set K, which
appears in the preceding section, and lie in .%(9i). It is evident that the data
can belong to no space SON(K) for 01> 0.
Let + E Com(9i) h ave support in K and be such that +(x) > 0 for all x E $@r,
4(x) = 1 for r/4 < xj < 3~14, j = 1, 2, 3, and &Jx) = 0 for all x E B1 with
m/4 < x3 < 37~14.For x E 9r , define

I x3
g(x)

$(x) +34x3 - 7G)
- 7r/2 11’2[log ( x3 - T/2 1 - 21

for

xs #I

=

0
for xs = i.
i
It is easily seen that g ELK,,
and hence, that (0, g} is in #(9,).
We claim that the energy of the solution U(X, t) of (*) in $B1with initial data
(0, g} decays no faster in K than a constant times ‘(log t)“. Specifically, it is
shown below that there exists a constant C > 0 such that

s

I vu

I2 +

K

I %

I2 3

c

(jos’

42

whenever t = 2&r for a positive integer k.
We obtain a sperical-mean representation of u(x, t) as follows: First, extend
g(x) as an odd function of xs to lR2 x [- n, n]; then, extend g(x) periodically
(period 2~) in x3 to all of R3. Then U(X, t) is given by
u(X, t> = &

g(x + y) dS,
jI1/l=t

where dS is the element of surface area of a sphere of radius t in Rs.
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Suppose that t = 2krr for a positive integer k, and suppose that

We have

and, if K is sufficiently

large, it follows that

+(y)

12 1y3

-1%
(T/2)/3/2

-

--log

sB(z.t) I 2 I Y3 -

Iy3 - W2)l
[log J y3 -

I Y3 -

(n/2)13’2

-

(7r/2)/3/2

-

212 I ds

(n/2)1

[log I Y3 --log

2 1y3

(T/2)/

- 212

(7Gl

I Y3 -

(7Gl

[log 1ys -

(V/2)1 - 212I ’

where
A(x,

t)

=

{y

EC21

(Yl

:(y1-

x1)2 +

(y2

-

x2J2 +

(y3

-

x3 -

q2 =

t2,

9Y2) E[a 4 x P, 41>,

and

m t) = [yE4, t) : (35- x1,y2

-

x2) E

[-

; , ;]

x

[-

; ) ;]

;.

From this, it is apparent that there exists a constant C, independent of k and
x E K(t), such that z~,~(x, t) 2 C(N2/log t) for all large k and all x E K(t). Then

J; I vuI2+ I UtI23 s,(,)IUQI23 c2(T)”&
as desired.
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